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Chairman
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Reactor Safeguards
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'mshington, D.C. 20555.

RE: NUREG 0396
NUREG 0388
NUREG 0610 Draft for Facilities
OSP " Emergency Planning Response
Exercises" by Science Applications,
Inc.
NUREG 751111

Dear Sir:

After reviewing the above material one can only be convinced of the
current conflicts in guidance and its interpretation for nuclear plant
offsite emergency plans. For example:

1. NUREG 0396 clearly states that the emergency planning
zone for inhalation is ten miles, while the worst acci-
dent example given in the NRR. document would indicate
that five miles is as far as one should go.

2. In assessing the off site consequences of any release, we
make our first, but conservative, estimate based on the
95'.' worst meterological conditions applicable for the given
distance and wind speed. This was on the advice of the
AEC staff and I believe still continues to be the staff
recommendation. If one uses the example releases given
in NUREG 0610 for a site emergency, then an evacuation
would be required; yet this is not even a suggested
state / local action for consideration. The only suggested
action is for milk control for up to two miles. I suggest

| that in view of NUREG 0396 even this is inadequate.
I

3. Using the same dose estimation technique described in
,

2, the General Emergency given in the same document would
I require evacuation in excess of 10 miles or well in excess

of that given in the examples in the document.
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4 NUREG 0396 gives scoping guidance for emergency planning for
those states desiring concurrence. As a part of this con-
currence, states have suggested that an exercise should be
held to show that the necessary resources are available and
can be deployed. The OSP document is a draft of a testing
scenario. If we use this scenario, a few problems arise.

(a) Using our methods of calculating doses for determining
protective action particulates are not considered. In fact,

no federal agencty has adopted a generally accepted method of
estimating deposition of such particulates. Since no one has
an agreed method for such problem, why was it included in the
scenario?

(b) The scurce of these particulates is not clearly expressed
in the OSP document and may be an artifact of a computer code
used for larger or different accident scenarios. This is key
to determining whate isotopes may be present in any contamina-
tion.

(c) We know of no federal guicance to take protective actions
for human and land contamination from these particulates.

(d) NUREG 0396 states that special planning or resources
should not be provided. As I read the OSP document I would
be guilty of malfeasance if these particulates are expected
but I had not advised the officials and assured adequate de-
contamination facilities eere available along with temporary
clothing' for those decontaminated. If it is not reasonable
to expect and plan for such particulates, why is it in
the testing scenario? To embarrass the state / local officials!

It seems ridiculous to have the plan written to one criteria and the test
of the plan to another criteria. Further, various groups within the NRC
staff are telling the facility licensee that state / local plans must meet
different criteria. This is very confusing to everyone because as soon as
we think we know what to do, someone else says something different. Please
use whatever influence you have to stop this and have one set of criteria

| used by all staffs. Further, this criteria should have been published for
coments prior to its use and as far as I know the only such guidance is
75/111 and 0396.

Thank you,

f, b / ; 8.
'

,/ Aubrey V. Godwin, Director

f Division of Radiological Health
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II. REACTOR SITING

The reactor siting stage of the NRC licensing process
plays a critical role in emergency planning and preparedness.
Reactor siting is the process of determining feasible loca-

both to safetions for power reactors, and is important
reactor operation and emergency planning. Whether a reactor
is built in an earthquake or flood-prone area, for example,
directly affects its prospects for continued safe operation.
Whether it is built near population centers directly affects
the feasibility of off-sito protective action in the event
of an emergency, as well as the extent of the treat to

1

public health an accident might create.
The NRC controls siting decisions for' nuclear reactors |

by criteria set forth in the Code of Federal Regulations, j

"P art 100 . " l/ With respect to locating reactorsVolume 10,
near pcpulated areas, Part 100 establishes a two-step decision-
making procedure. The first step involves mathematical
ccmputations of potential fission product releases from
proposed reactors. The possible impact of those fission
product releases on densely populated areas deternines The

l whether the reactor would be too close to those areas.
second step, if necessary, is the review of specific site
characteristics . 2/

In the first step of the procedure, the NRC assesses-

_

the maximum fis= ion product release that would be caused by
_

a major accident. This information, in turn, directly
determines the size of the LPZ, which is defined as an area7

- containing " residents, the total number and density of which
are such that there is a reasonable probability that appro-
priate protective measures could be taken in their behalf the
event of a serious accident."3/ The proximity of the LP3 to

l " population centers" finally Eictates site suitability -- no
reactor may be constructed in a location closer to the

| .mearest boundary of any " population center" than a distance
equaling 1 and 1/3 times the LPZ radius. For purposes of
the NRC provision, a " population center" is an area with
25,000 or more inhabitants.

The foundation on which this decision-making process is
built is the evaluation of the postulated major accident
frem which a fission product release would result. The NRC
has established nine classes of postulated accidents , the
review of which is instrumental in establishing performance
standards for engineered safety features.4/ The classes cf
the accidents are ranked in ascending order according to the
seriousness of their potential environmental consequences
and probable cecurrence rates.5/ Class 1 accidents are

_ _ - _ _ __
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based on small system perturbations that result in insig-
nificant health and safety consequences. Class 9 accidents,
the most serious group, are characterized by successive
system failures more severs than those considered by pro-
tective systems designers or safety engineers. The most
serious radiation release and adverse health consequences
would be expected to result from the occurrence of a class 9
accident.6/

Class 8 accidents include a spectrum of postulated
" loss-of-coolant accidents" (LOCAs), those in which various
pipe breaks would, without replenishment of coolant, result
in total or partial interruption of reactor ecolant flow to
the core.7/ The NRC analy:es this postulated range of LCCAs
as part cT its standard review of facility design.8/ If the
analysis of these LCCAs, based on conservative assEmptions,9/
indicates that they would not produce radiological conse- -

quences at the proposed LPZ boundary in excess of the
substantial Part 100 exposure limits, the proposed LPZ will
be accepted.10/

In a class 9 accident, the designed safety systems are
presumed to fail. However, the NRC does not use class 9 |.

accidents which would result in more substantial radiation.

releases into the environment than class 8 LCCAs, as the
basis for siting determinations. Nor does it use them for
establishing perfor=ance standards for reactors, having
taken the view that, due to the NRC's " defense in depth"
regulatory approach, the likelihood of the occurrence of a
class 9 accident is extremely remote.ll/ The TMI accident,
however, has now been classified by tee NRC as a class 9,

accident.12,/

Because the calculation of the LPZ is based in large
part on the designed reactor safeguards, it is possible for
an applicant to reduce the sire of the zone if its border is
too close to a population center. The applicant can do so
by supplementing the plant design by adding more reactor
safeguards, thereby reducing the design basis accident's
(DBA) postulated fission product release and, in turn, the
LPZ itself.13/ This situation arose concerning the Seabrook,
N.H., nuclear plant. The reactor was already under construc-
tion when it was objected to as being too near to the
recreational shoreline, a " densely populated area" under NEC
regulations. Reactor safeguards, however, pe=nitted a
reduction of the LPZ sufficient to exclude the shoreline.14,/

j A fundamental problam in the NRC regulatory approach
that affects emergency preparedness is that the LPZ boundaryt

is detarmined under postulated accident conditions with
reference to a standard that permits a substantial dese of
radiation to an individual. An applicant is required to
determine:

|
|
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A low population zone of such si:e that an
,

i
individual located at any point on its outer !:

boundary who is exposed to the radioactive ?
cloud resulting frcm the postulated fission '

(during the entire period of !
product releasewould not receive a total rad- :its passage)iation dose to the whole body in excess of *

25 rem or a total radiation dose in excess of
.

-

300 rem to the thyroid frem iodine exposure.14a/ $

*

i

occur at these levels, it is evident that persons outsideIf the postulated fission product release were actually to
"

would receive serious doses of radi? tion. |
The

and the preparednessthe LP:effects of a release beyond the LP: *

of off-site organizations to cope with those effects should fbe a central concern of the regulator, but prior to the a

TMI accident, they clearly were not. b
the NRC |Prior to the accident at Three Mile Island,

staff had adopted the pcsition that "a distance of 3
miles to the outer boundary of the low population zone |

,

is usually adequate."1,5,/
I

5

Even with the substantial doses of radiation postulatedboundary, the NRC regulatory approach f
for deter:sining the LP: ;
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to sit ing reactors has resulted in some LPZs of less than a t
sile 1. radius.16/ In the case of TMI-2, the LP: was |
established at 2 miles.17/ Since a reactor with an LPZ of 2 i

!

miles can be constructeE~2-2/3 miles frem the " densely
Ipopulated boundary"18/ of a major population area, TMI-2 is

2.2 miles from Middletown, which is not a major population
area, and 10 miles fr.cm Harris. burg, which had at the time ofsiting a population of 68,000.19/ The esti=ated population
of the 50-m11e area i= mediately surrounding TMI is nearly 2

*

million. The TMI-2 application predicted that that figure
would increase to over 3 million during the 30-year life of
the facility. The proximity of reactors to large population
centers is not unusual -- 10 million people live within 20
miles of a nuclear reactor.20/ This regulatory approach has
drawn criticism frem both wEhin and outside the NRC.21/ )

t

The NRC approach to reactor siting has ccmplicated the
problems of planning for and responding to radiologicalincidents at nuclear power plants. Under this approach, the
NRC and the AEC before it have placed reactors in locations
where emergency response might be extremely difficnit.
Cc=menting on this problem, Robert Ryan, director of the
NRC's Office of State Programs, which has responsibilities
for emergency planning, described his reaction to the siting
of New York's Indian Point nuclear power complex, which hasthree reactors:

.

I think it is insane to have a three-unit reactor onthe Hudson River in Westchester County, 40 miles fromTimes Square, 20 miles from the Bronx. And if you
describe that 50-mile circle, as I said before, you've'

got 21 million people. And that's cracy. I'm sorry. Ijust don't think that that's the right place to put a
nuclear facility.

And it was had enough to put one in, but subsequently
they put another in and then yet another.... (I]t's a
nightmare from the point of view of emergency preparedness.22/

,

It should be noted aat the siting regulations dis-regard post-licensing changes in land use. Even if an areaqualifies at the time of licensing as a sparsely populated
region in which an evacuation or other protective action
could be carried out successfully, there is no guarantee
that the area will maintain that character over time. Inmany cases, population concentrations can increase in areas
become invalid.near reactors to the point that original siting assumptions

Although the NRC has been aware of this
problem, its regulations do not address it.23/

i
The NRC has recently begun to review its approachthrough task forces. The NRC Siting Policy Task Force, the ,
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first NRC group since 1962 formally to evaluate siting
policy,24/ rec =mmended in August 1979, that the LPZ be
abandonec in favor of a " fixed emergency planning distance
of 10 miles." The emergency planning :ene would be one in
which " evacuation of persons, including transients, would be
feasible if needed to mitigate the consequences of an acci-
dent."25/ This proposal is consistent with that of a joint
NRC/EnErenmental Protection Agency (IPA) Task Force Report
issued in 1978.26/ The NRC has now endorsed the recommenda-
tions of the NRC7 EPA Task Force.E/

As a result of the present regulatory approach of the
NRC, however, the location of the TMI plant, with its LPZ
of 2 miles, was approved without considering the effects of
an accident causing a considerable release of radiation
beyond the LPZ. That policy has made the possibility of
off-site consequences of reactor operation less prominent,

and has centributed to the development of an attitude
visible at all levels of government that radiological-

3
'

emergency planning for off-site consequences was not at all
a matter of urgent concern and was not even necessary for
areas more than a few miles from the site.28/

*9
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III.

NRC RECUIFE CCITS FOR EMERGEUCY PLANNING
low priority.Ecth the AEC and the NRC accorded emergency plan i

One reason for this attitude was their
n ng a

confidence in designed reactor safeguards, reflected intheir approach to reactor siting. Another r
Commissioner Peter 3radford admitted, was "reluctaneascn, as NRCconfront the public with high vi ce to
in the context of nuclear pcwer.sibility emergency planning
That this was a concern was also acknowledged bit was uncomfortable."29/assistant
of State Programs: director for emergency preparedness in its Office

y the NRC's
-

There were people in the agencythat
if emergency preparedness an(d planning became tooAEC) who were afraidbig an issue

nuclear power.that it may stymie the development of
I think that is a fair statement.30/

and NRC demonstrates the lack of commitment.The history of emergency preparedness within the AEC
approximately 20 twenty nuclear power plants were alr -In 1969, when

any responsibility for emergency planning,32/ and even thoperation,31/ only seven AEC employees out of 500 to 600 h d
eady in

a

seven did not work exclusively on emergency planningBetween 1969 and 1972, they collectively work d "
ose

matters.
to two man years per year" on the subj e about oneect.33/

Even after the promulgation of 10 CFR Appendix 3
regulation on emergency planning, " emergency planning wthe
not a big piece of business in the AEC."34/

,

increased somewhat after
as

The ccumitment1972,35/ althougn it remained
'

weak.36/
Immediately prior to the TMI accident,

-

smployees worked on emergency preparedness matters 37/ full-time professionals and one secretary out of 2 500
only three

NRC

emergency preparedness function in the NRC was a ba k
,

"The
and ... was not receiving the time, attention

.

c water
which'were necessary to make it a success , and re

also one of attitude. y one of resources, ful program. sourcesThe problem is not onl "38/however. It As

report by the Citizens for a Better EnvironmentFor example, in response to a May
1978,

entitled " Nuclear Power Plant Evacuation Plans " whi halleged that radiological emergency response planning w
,

, c
inadequate, Robert Ryan, Director of the Offi
Programs for the NRC, while disputing the "s

as
ce of State

tion of our program by C3E," raised a seri weeping denuncia-
preparedness issues for internal resolution by the ces of emergencysion.

The memorandum was never answered. ommis-
Ryan, "it disappeared into the sand like a glAccording tothe Sahara.
the TMI accidentIt just created nct a ricole."39/ ass of water in
of its regulatory approacn to and resource allocatihas the NRC proposed'a co=prehensive review

Oniv since
emergency planning.3/ ons for

r
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The lack of commitment evident in NRC's historical
approach to emergency. planning is =anifested in its current
regulatiens. Under Appendix E,41/ construction permit
applicants need submit for NRC Eeview only general informa-
tion regarding eme gency planning.42/ Operating license
applicants must su mit more extensFle information,4_3f and
it is at the operating license review stage that a = ore
detailed examination of emergency planning takes place.
Under the regulation, licensee emergency plans must address
several matters,44/ but the appendix states only that " plans
shculd contain" EEose elements and does not specify the ways
in which those matters should be treated.45/ Regulatory
Guide 1.101 (1.101) ,16/ which was written To provide more-

detailed guidance on NRC's view of the extent of planning
required by Appendix E, has no. legal force. According to a
recent congressional report,'of the 48 sites with operating
commercial power reactors, only four have plans that the NRC
censiders to be in ec,mpliance with 1.101.47 TMI is not one
of the four.48/ Prior to the accident, t.e NRC had no plans
to require IIEensees not in ec=pliance to revise their
emergency plans to meet 1.101 standards. One reason given
for this decision was the NRC manpower commitment.49/

* Since the accident, however, the NRC's Office of NuElear
Reactor Regulation has determined to bring non-complying
plants into compliance with 1.101 on a " fairly short time
fuse."50/

.

1.101 covers a range of planning by advising licensees-

to classify potential accidents,51/ " describe" emergency
I response organizations,52/ " identify" emergency plans and-

equipment,53/ and provide some "means to insure" maintenance
of emergency preparedness.54/ 1.101 categorizes " emergency
measures" by whether the iEtended effect of the measures is

~

to mitigate on-site or off-site consequences of accidents.
For on-site consequences, plans cover several different
respo tve actions,55/ but for off-site consequences, only
thret ce mentionedT -c

|

"(A]ctions planned to protect persons in the low |
a.

population zone and criteria for their implementa-
tion";56/

b. "the means and the time required to warn or advise
the persons involved,. including (1) businesses,
property owners, and tenants; (2) schools or
recreational facilities; and (3) general public";57/
and

c. regarding control of contaminated foodstuffs,
provisions "for preventing or minimising direct or

~subsequent ingestion exposure to radioactive
materials deposited on the ground or other

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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surfaces ...."58/ For eff-site areas, these provi-
siens should t32e the for= of "(Pirotective actionsplanned for the icw population zone with provi-
siens for extending such actions to areas further
from the site boundary, if necessary ...."59/,60/

Although the extent of the off-site planning required
of the licensee to satisfy these elements is unspecified, it
has been held that the licensee's planning obligation is.

limited to the LP3. 61/ Limiting the obligatien to a :ene of
only a few miles is an approach consistent with both the
NRC's approach to siting and its stated position that the
respense to the off-site consequences of radiological
incidents is primarily the responsibility of state and local
governments.62/ It is an approac.h, however, that has drawn
extensive c IEicism.63/

..

The NRC has instituted a program, discussed in detail
later in this report, by which it reviews state plans and
issues a letter of " concurrence" if the plans contain certain
elements.64/ The program was intended to encourage states to
upgrade t.Wir emergency plans in accordance with 154criteria.65,/

From 1974 to 1977, no state plans qualified.66/ In1977, the NRC reduced the number of planning elements
necessary for concurrence to 70.67/
13 states have received NRC concurrences,Since that reduction,

-

including twosince the accident at TMI.Sa/ In the judgment of NRC's
director of the office of State Programs, 24 additional
states need concurred-in plans.69/,

Despite its view that off-site emergency response is
the obligation of s' tate and local governments, the NRC does
not require as a condition of licensing that state emergency
plans receive NRC concurrence or have specific elements. Ithas been stated that one reason for this policy has been theNRC's concern that, if the policy were adopted, state
governors would have a veto, in effect, over nuclear power
plant siting by purposely not obtaining NRC concurrence for
state plans.70/ The official reason for this policy --
reflecting tee NRC regulatory approach -- was stated by LeeGossick, the NRC's executive director for operations, in
response to criticism from the General Accounting Office(GAO):

9

NRC protects public health and safety by giving primary
consideration to site characteristics and design
features of nuclear facilities. Once we are satisfiedthat then meet an adequate measure of safety, we
evaluate the emergency plans for the facility. Fromthis point of view, State and local emergency plans

/ '

,/

I
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provide an added margin of protection for the public in
the vicinity of a nuclear facility in which we believe
that an adequate measure of safety already* exists.
The Commission's licensing decisica process is struc-
tured to take into acccunt a wide variety of standards
and criteria in the evaluation of proposed or existing
nuclear power plants to the end that substantial
conservatisms exist in design and operating safety
margins. To the extent that proposed or existing plants
fail to meet these standards, NRC would not license
them or permit them to continue to operate. In this
context, State and local plans, while related to tne
facilities undergoing ene licensing process, and to
applicant's emergency plans, are not essential in
determinine unether the plant can =e coerated without
undue risk to public healen and safety. (Emphasis
supplied.)]l/ (*Empnasis in original.)l

Since the accident, Chairman Hendrie has retreated frem
this statement, saying in hearings before a subecemittee of
the Luse of Representatives that the " assortment of ques-
tiers" raised by the accident " absolutely" revised that
staff position.72/ Hendrie would not, however, go so far as
to recommend that licenses should not be issued in the
absence of effective state and local plans, preferring to
resolve that issue within the ecmmission at a later time.73/
Commissioner Richard Kennedy, however, still adheres to tee
view that state and local plans are not necessary for safe

- reactor operation.74/ Nonetheless, in states which do not
"reve toward" haviQ effective plans, he would consider

; shrating down plants in the future.75/ Two other commis-
| sioners, Peter Bradford and Victor 5Ilinsky, feel that

licensing should be contingent upon states and localities
having " satisfactory emergency plans."7,6/ The author of the6
statement quoted above, Lee Gossick, has testified that his
views remain unchanged. Although Gossick acknowledges that
off-site ~=nmications are necessary, he believes that "a
plan for evacuation is perhaps of marginal value."77/
Regardless of NRC's resolution of this issue, its long-

. standing approach to emergency planning unmistakably influ-
| enced the emergency planning in olace during the TMI accident,
I a planning process that was shaced at the licensing stage.

.
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IV.
THE TMI CPERAT :iG LIC. ::SI RIVIIW -- CONTINT CN 8

The radiological emergency planning performed by Met Ed
and state and local governments for T:C was specifically
challenged during the NRC's operating 1:.:ense review process.
Met 1:d's application proposed an exclusion zone of 2,000
feet,78/ a :ene which would reach neither bank of theSusquelianna River. The proposed LPZ was 2 miles.79/
Acceptance of that LPZ by the NRC would result in~YMI-2
being located within 10 miles of Harrisburg, PAtion 68,000),80/ (1970 pcpula-
tion 600), wiEin 2 ciles of York Havenwithin 1.5 miles of Goldsboro (1970 popula-
within 2.5 miles of .Royalten (1970 population 700) ,
within 2.2 miles of Middletcwn-Steelton(1970 population 1,100) and(1970 population22,450).81/ The total population within the LP:at4,000~g/ was esti=ated

In accordance with established procedure, the NRC staff
initially reviewed the TMI-2 emergency plan and, in itssafety evaluation report (SER), ccncluded that the plan
satisfied all of the legal requirements of Appendix E.81/ Tosupport that conclusion,
bility with 1.101, noted that necessary agreements betweenthe staff cited the plan's compati-
the utility and off-site organi:ations had been reached, and
further concluded, based on its calculations, that "the timeto evacuate any 22 1/2 degree sector out to five miles would
vary from three to six hours, with resulting radiation doses
which are a small fraction of the siting doses of 10 CFR

|| Part 100."84/oTan,Jupplements to the S Q did not discuss theemercency,

indicating that the NRC's Advisory Cc dttee'

i

on Reactor Safecuards, which reviewed the SER, had no,l
objections.8S/i

however, when the NRC staff position on the emergency planAt the public hearing stage of the licensing procedure,
was already taken, assertions of plan inadequacy arose.
Citizens for a Better Environment (C3E), an environmental
group which was not represented by counsel and which did not
present direct testimony, raised numerous objections to theproposed license,
planning: including Contention 8 on emergency

The warning and evacuation plans of the Applicants and
the Ccmmonwealth of Pennsylvania are inadequate andunworkable. The plans assume that all local and state(
officials involved are on 24-hour notice and can becontacted insnediately. They further assume that all
people notified vill prcmptly react and know how to

f respond and are trained in what to do. They also assume
that the public, which has been assured that accidents'

are " highly unlikely" or " highly improbable," willrespond and allcw themselves to be evacuated. No

.

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ . -.
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cperating license should be granted for Unit 2 until
emergency and evacuation plans are shown to be workable
through live tests.86/

At the hearing before the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (ASLB), the state and county civil defense agencies and
the NRC staff supported the TMI-2 plan. Craig Williamson,
deputy director of what is now the Pennsylvania Emergency !

Management Agency, testified for Met Ed. Williamson out- '

lined Pennsylvania's emergency respense stracture, the
state's Disaster Operations and Assistance Plan, and the
state 's expected response in an emergency. 87/ The NRC
staff also supported the licensee by reiter' ating its earlier
SER approval of the plan.88/ Kevin Molloy, the director of
civil defense for Dauphin Tounty, who was aided in the
preparation of his testimony by Met Ed lawyers,89/ testified
that his emergency organization could successfulTy contact
all necessary persons "within minutes" of the onset of an
accident.90/He testified further that his organization could
evacuate E?e most populated areas around the plant out to 5
miles in a period of less than 7 hours.R/

During the proceedings, state and Met Ed lawyers had
. not objected to questions about planning beyond the LP: so

long as the area discussed was within the 5-mile emergency
planning ene the state required of civil defense organiza-
tions.92/ When Melloy was pressed by intervenors about
whetheF~he could premise effective evacuation in areas
beyond 5 miles from the site, however, the lawyers for both

, Pennsylvania and Met Ed objected to the line of questionin;~ en the basic that nowhere was it apparent that an evacuation
beyond 5 miles might ever be necessary. Citing a decision
of the Atomic Licensing and Appeal Board (ALAB) in a
previous case, Met Ed lawyers further maintained that any
such discussion went beyond the " confines" of the hearing.
The board sustained the objections, thus precluding any
inquiry into the state of emergency preparedness beyond the
5-mile radius.9J/

At the conclusion of the proceedings, the ASLB dismissed
j the intervenor's objections:
1

[W]e find that the record supports the conclusion that
Contention 8, in its entirety, is without merit, and
that the Staff has properly assessed the adequacy and
workability of the emergency response. We also find
the emergency and evacuation plans to be both z.dequate
and workable. 94f

Six months later, the ALAB affiz:ned.95/ Relying heavily on
the opinion evidence entered in the IT:rwer proceedings, the
ALAB rejected all of the intervenors' arguments. It dismissed

.
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intervenors' cententien that " live tests and drills" shouldbe held regularly (to ensure continued plan workability)
the basis of Molley's testimony that such tests could be on
" counter-productive."36/ Again relying on Molloy, in
dismissed the notion Enat local officials might be unable to
respond adequately to a nuclear emergency because of their
lack of specialized kncwledge about radiation, holding that
the lack of detailed knowledge of why evacuation might be
necessary presents no bar to executing an evacuation
successfully. It dismissed as unfounded the intervenors'
argument that sufficient numbers of emergency response
personnel might be unavailable on occasion to assist thepublic. 97,/

Cn the question of considering feasibility of evacua-
tion beyond the 5-mile emergency planning zone required bythe state, the board said:

It is true that, for reasons which need not be dis-
cussed here, the applicants and the staff nevertheless
looked into the possible need for protective measures
within a five mile radius of the reactor -- and theintervenors were permitted to cross-examine on the
evidence presented in this regard. It scarcely follows

-

from this fact,
planning at still greater distances from the LPZhowever, that the question of emergency
boundary had to be explored at the intervenors'
instance. 9_8/

. .
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Fr0=: '%morandum from Morris K. Udall, Chairman, to Meneers,
Sabcommittee en Energy and the Environment, U. S. House'

of Representatives (Nuclear Policy Memorandum), Oct. 9, 1979
f. ,

RDICTI SITINGVIII.

BACKGROUND

From the perspective of protecting the public against

the effects of a major radiological release caused by a

nuclear accident, the existing regulatory framework places
1Gs amajor emphasis on safe plant design and operation.

result, siting is downplayed as a factor that could make a

significant contribution to the protection of public health
and safety. Today's regulatory philosophy is illustrated

by the fact that sites with unfavorable characteristics
may be "found to be acceptable if the facility includes
appropriate and adequate compensating engineering safeguards

.

to accommodate the unfavo'rable characteristics" (10 CFR

Part 100.10).

At present the NRC, in making siting decisions, is not

required to take explicit account of the possibility of a

major nuclear accid nt. Current siting regulations cons'ider

a " maximum credible accident" which is defined not to include
a major off-site release of radioactivity -- the so-called -

! Class 9 accident. Implicit account is taken of such accidents
1

since the NRC as a practical matter will not issue a
|
| construction permit for reactors in densely populated

|
areas and the Commission is moving toward more specific|

|

and more stringent siting criteria.

.
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As a result of the current site selection process 10

million Americans now live within 20 miles of a reactor and
10 million live within 30 miles. An example of a plant in an

area of high population density is t3e Indian Point station

which is located 4 0 miles from New York City. Based on 1970

census data, 53,000 people live within 5 miles of Indian Point,
220,000 live within 10 miles, 890,000 live within 20 miles,
and 4 million within 30 miles.

During the accident at Three Mile Island the NRC considered
an evacuation of citizens out to a radius of 20 miles from the plant
an area which enclosed 600,000 pecple. The practical problems

associated with evacuating large numbers of people in the

event of a serious nuclear accident have long been obvious;

these problems have assumed new significa'nce in the aftermath
of TMI.

.The Senate version of the FY1980 NRC authorization bill
would require the Commisien to promulgate new demographic

requirements for the siting of nuclear plants. These new

siting requirements would apply to new construction permit
applications, and would specify:

- the extent and maximum population density of the

low population :ene immediately surrounding the site, including

_
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-

I consideration of permissible radiation exposure;
f i

- acceptable means of assuring such maximum populat on
1

;
,

and,

density is not exceeded during the useful life of the plant;

- the maximum distance from the site to the nearest
boundary of any densely populated area.

PROPOSAL A (regarding new sites)

Depending upon the outcome of Congressional action on the
the Atcmic Energy Act could be amended

FY80 NRC authorization,
ih

to require NRC to adopt more stringent siting criteria wh c
diological

take into account the possibility of major off-site ra
releases resulting from a nuclear plant accident.

(regarding existing sites)
PROPOSAL B

(developed in accordanceUsing the new siting criteria
MRC must re-evaluate the suitability of existingwith Proposal A),

sites where reactors are either licensed for operation or

construction, as follows:
NRC must review the siting conditions at all locations(1)

where commercial reactors are licensed to operate or be
,

constructed;
| NRC must assess the extent to which these existing(2)

sites are in compliance with the new siting criteria;
identify those existing sites which are,

! (3) NRC must'

not in compliance with the new criteria;
could be taken so thatNRC must recommend steps that(4)

liance
a non-conforming existing site could be brought into comp

with the new criteria; and,
i

)
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.

(5) NRC must report to Congress on the results of
,

this reevaluation of the suitability of existing sites.

Advantaces

Remote siting could help mitigate the consequences of

serious nuclear accidents by facilitating emergency preparedness

and the carrying out of emergency evacuations. Evidence

suggests that siting reactors 50 to 100 miles from city centers
would reduce the consequences of major accidents and would not

damage the competitive position of nuclear vis-a-vis alternative

energy sources.

The population exposure resulting from small radiological

releases may be less for a remotely sited plant than for a

reactor nearer to a large population center.

Disadvantaces

As a practical matter, NRC and industry seem to be

moving in the' direction of selecting and approving sites

located away from population centers, and legislation requiring
remote siting, therefore, may be unnecessary. It also has -

been argued that as nuclear plant sites become more remote from

load centers and population centers, longer transmission lines

will be needed and system reliability could decrease.
;
1

It also may be the case that remote siting puts plants
|

| in areas where people who receive s small portion of the plant's
1

benefits have imposed on them a disproportionately large share
of its risks.
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.

E Options*

I
The Subcommittee could:

A) Approve legislation which requires NRC to develop

remote siting criteria, which would be applicable to both

new and existing sites;

b) Approve legislation required NRC to develop remote

siting criteria which would be applicable to new sites, but not
to existing sites where plants are in operation.or under
construction;

c) Not address the remote siting issue.

,

.

|
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From: Memorandum from Morris K. Udall, Chairman, to Me=bers,
Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment, J. c. nouse,

of Represen*1t.iveJ. CMr'$3r7. . s.. . ~ r 1 P L n,o ,l i c y M e m o r a n d u m ) , Oct. 9, 1979.?
..S

Background

Reactor owners are no..' required by NRC regulation to

provide limited plans for coping with radiological emergencies.

Within the boundaries of the reactor site and with regard to
licensee personnel the reactor owner is required to demonstrate

a capability for emergency response including notification,

protection and evacuation and to provide emergency radiological
health services. With regard to areas or persons outside the

boundaries of the reactor site, these regulations require
only that the licensee obtain written agreements from local

and state authorities that such officials can and will provide
emergency assistance for the public in case of an accident
at the reactor. Such assistance is required by NRC regulations
and guidelines to include public notificatien, evacuation

capability and appropriate emergency response organirations and
personnel. In addition, licensees are required to obtain
agreements from hospitals assuring availability for the
public of adequate emergency radiological medical services.

The licensee 3a responsible only for the existence of the

written agreements, however, and not for the integrity
of those agreements. The actual capabilities represented
by the agreements are not testal by the Co= mission. Serious'

questions have been raised by the General Accounting Office
.

r

1

1
.
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and by numerous citizens' groups and state and local officials

regarding the actual preparedness of state and local governments

and the public to respond to radiological emergencies.

The NRC has attempted to improve state and loc'al emergency

response capabilities through technical assistance programs.

In addition, the agency has a program for evaluating emergency
capabilities around reactor sites. However, NRC approval

of such emergency enpabilities is not required for approval
of reactor licenses.

In June of 1979 the Commission created a Task Force on>

Emergency Planning to review current emergency planning

policies and requirements and to make recommendations

concerning possible improvements. The task force was requested

to consider "recent lessons learned" from the accident at
the Three Mile Island power plant in Pennsylvania.

The Task Force and the Commission initiated in July, 1979

a rulemaking on the " Adequacy and Acceptance of Emergency
Planning Around Nuclear Facilities." The Commission undertook

to expedite the rulemaking and to complete the process within
1

six months. The rulemaking censiders whether licenses for

new reactors or for operating reactors should be conditioned

en NRC approval of associated state and local emergency
response plans. Other issues addressed include the appropriate
extent to which plans should be tested, the criteria for

determining the adequacy of capabilities, Federal / state / local '.

d
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interaction, possible Federal financial assistance to Statei

and local governments, and the proper extent of licensees'

financial and other responsibilities for off site emergency
protection.

The Interior Committee recommendation for the NRC

Authorization for FY 1980 includes a provision prohibiting
use of FY '80 funds for issuing a nuclear power plant operating
license unless the Commission has approved an emergency

evacuation plan submitted by the State in which the plant
is located. Where applicable the plan must encompass
a multi-state region.

The Senate versien of the FY 1980 NRC
Authorization (S. 562) anends the Atomic Emergy Act with a

much more elaborate emergency plan requirement. It amends

the Atomic Energy Act similarly to the above 1 year requirement

and calls for operating reactors to be shut down if no plan
is approved.

Proposal

.

. If the issue is not adequately addressed in the NRC1

Authorization bill, the Atomic Energy Act might be amended to1
t
'

add as a condition of obtaining an operating license that there

be an NRC approved state emergency plan for responding to
nuclear accidents. Such plans would be required to meet

objective criteria showing that they would be effective.

The NRC would review emergency plans for existing plants on a
.

.
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case-by-case basis. Where adequate State plans could not be

obtained for existing plants, the NRC would have authority

to take such actions as it deemed necessary, including
revocation of operating licenses.
Advantages

Congressional action would assure that emergency

protection for the public was taken seriously and given top
priority by both Federal officials and those state and local
officials whose cooperation is crucial. Emergency planning
is essential as the last line of defense against accidents
at nuclear reactors. Although some improvisation will always be

necessary to deal with specific emergency situations, adequate planning

can save time, avoid confusion or panic and particularly

assure that necessary medical and other special radiological
equipment and facilities are available.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is now licensing reactor

operation in an admitted absence of assurance that the public

muld be as well protected as possible from the affects of a nuclear accident.
i Past Commission decisions on this issue have disregarded advicet

from public interest groups, the General Accounting Office
and its own Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. Legislative

action would provide a positive directive to the Commission

and assure that the emergency planning problem is addressed.
Disadvantages

.

Emergency planning is the responsibility of state and
local governments. Those officials and organizations are the
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only parties in a position to effectively assist the public

in case of a local emergency. The emergency planning agreements

between reactor operators and these officials constitute adequate
-

assurance that emergency protection will be provided. Detailed

emergency plans cannot anticipate actual emergency situations

and may turn out to be of little help in case of an accident.
Since neither the reactor operator nor the Commission is in

any position to control the governments or the adequacy of

their emergency plans, it would be inappropriate to condition
reactor licensing on such a requirement.

The Commission is addressing these sensitive issues in

a rulemaking, the results of which will be available early
- next year. At the least, any Congressional action should await

the outcome of that study.

Subcommittee ootions

1) Require that adequate emergency plans be provided for all
i

nuclear reactor facilities, leaving the determination.of i
i

adequacy to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. l

!2) Condition reactor licenses on adequate emergency plans,
incorporating existing NRC criteria for adequacy.
3) Condition issuance of all new reactor operating licenses
on adequate emergency plans. With regard to existing reactors:

a) Authorize the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to decide-

on a case-by-case basis to take such action as it may
deem necessary, including license revocation, or
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l

b) Require that facilities which cannot provide for 1

adequate emergency plans due to demographic, geographic

or other considerations to
1) be shut down if a determination is made that
adequate pcwer exists in an area from other
generating sources, or

2) if adequate power is not available, curtail power
production at the nuclear facility to the extent
possible in order to reduce the accident hazard.

4) Leave the emergency planning issue to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission rulemaking.

5) Postpone Subcommittee action until after the NRC

authorization has been ecmpleted in the Congress and/or

after the completion of the NRC rulemaking.

!
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G E N E.R A.L (5)[j; E L E C T R I C s u c uu. s r e w c a

| SYSTEMS DIVISION

!. GENERAL E1.ECTBIC CCWANY.175 CURTNER AVE. 3AN sCSii, CAUFCRNIA 06125
/*

,| MC 682 (408) 925-5722 -

RHB 062-79

i
! Or cet6er 6.1979
! HFti-293-79

'

t

|
' Mr. Samuel J. Chilk

,Q Secretary of the Conniission
Q U.S. Nuclear Regula tory Con: mission
q Washington, D.C. 20555 -

1 Atten tion: Docketing and Services firanch

Subject: NUREG 0610 "Oraft Emergency Action 1.evel Guidelines .

For Nuclear Power Plants" - General Electric Cocr:cnts
!
' References : 1) NilREG 06f 0, "Draf t Emergency Action t.cVel Guidelines
| Tur Nticlear Power Plants", Office of Nucicar Reactor

g Regula tion, September 1979.'

I 2) AIT Letter J.E. Ward to Sanruel J. Chilk, dated
November 28, 1979. .

3) S.ll. Bush, "A Reassessment of Turbine-Generator
I *failure Probability", Nuclear Safety Volume 19;
| No. 6, November-Occember 197t1
,

The U.S. NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation developed draf t,

i emergency action level guidelines to improve the emergency prepared-
ness capabilities of operating nuclear ,ormer plants. The dra ft
guidelines were published as NUREG 0610 (Reference 1) and public
comments were sol teited. This letter is written to provide General
Electric comments.

General Electric endorses the Atomic Indu3 trial ForuWs Comietee on -

! Reactor licens teig and Safety comments (Reference ?). In particular,
we wish to support the AIF recomendation to include "in-plant
occurrence" as an emergency action class rather than " notification
of unu:;ual event". -
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